Analysis of microRNA and modified oligonucleotides with the use of ultra high performance liquid chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry.
The present study highlights the application of ultra high performance liquid chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry for the selective separation and sensitive quantification of microRNAs and modified phosphorothioate oligonucleotide. The Central Composite Design was used for comprehensive optimization of mass spectrometer parameters (for tandem mass spectrometer and quadrupole-time-of-flight mass spectrometer). Ion pair chromatography was used in order to separate the studied compounds. Furthermore, the optimization of concentration of ion pair reagents in the mobile phase was done with respect to mass spectrometry sensitivity and liquid chromatography separation. The greatest sensitivity for studied compounds was determined for the mixture of 100 mM hexafluoroisopropanol, 5 mM N,N-dimethylbutylamine and methanol. This mobile phase also provided the best separation results in the shortest time for two of the four columns used in the study. Finally, the Hypersil GOLD aQ was selected for routine analysis of microRNA and modified phosphorothioate oligonucleotide in serum samples. These compounds were extracted from the sample with the use of combined liquid-liquid and solid phase extraction. The method developed during the study was then applied for the qualitative and quantitative analysis with limits od quantification equal to 49-63 nM.